ITALIAN LANGUAGE SCHOOL FOR
FOREIGNERS IN SARDINIA
Via Gallura N.14

07041 Alghero (Italy)
Tel. +39 079 275035 – Fax +39 079 9941541
E-mail: info@italianoinriviera.it

web: http:/www.italianoinriviera.it

WHO WE ARE
Italiano in Riviera has been involved in the field of language teaching for
10 years, offering courses in Italian as a second language, English, Spanish
and French.
Our staff is made up of young, enthusiastic, qualified professionals with
teaching experience.
The school's Director, Piermario Cesaraccio, and his colleagues will be
willing to give you any help you may require regarding course-work,
accommodation or anything else during your stay in Sardinia.

OUR LOCATION
The school is situated very close to the picturesque harbour of Alghero at 5
minutes walk to the beach and only at a short walk from Alghero's old town.

The location is ideal for exploring the region's breathtaking beaches or for
spending an afternoon shopping in the lively streets of the town centre.

ALGHERO
Within the fascinating Island of Sardinia, Alghero is a lively town on the
wonderful sea of Sardinia.
The city of Alghero (population of about 45,000, rising to about 100,000 in
summer). It is situated in the North-West of the island on the Riviera del Corallo
or Coral Riviera, and is sheltered by the stunningly beautiful headland of Capo
Caccia.
Alghero has an International Airport, two Hospitals, a new growing University,
supermarkets, different shops and lots of sports can be practiced.
In addition to its wonderful beaches, there are three natural parks that can be
easily reached from the town centre by car, bike or buses.
The numerous bars, restaurants and clubs make Alghero one of the preferred
tourists’ destinations in Sardinia especially during the busy summer months.
Despite Alghero is without doubt one of the island's entertainment hotspots it
also offers quite and peace for those who require a relaxing holiday by the best
sea in south of Europe.

OUR COURSES
All courses are taught by highly trained instructors specialized in the teaching of Italian as a foreign
language. The permanent teaching staff is directed by a coordinator, who also supervises the
development of new and up-to-date teaching materials. Lessons are held Monday through Friday in
the morning or afternoon.

The quality of Italiano in
Riviera Courses
Qualified native-speaking teachers, simple and
effective teaching methods, small groups of 6-8
students in a fun and stimulating atmosphere.

▪ General Course
▪ Combined Course
▪ Italian Language Course + Italian and Sardinian Art History
▪ Italian + Water sports
▪ Italian + Tennis
The chosen teaching method favours active
▪ Italian + Cookery
participation and interaction in the classroom,
▪ One- to - One

promoting the student's integration, both linguistic
and cultural.

WHY US?
▪ Excellent teaching in the beautiful city of
Alghero
▪ Qualified native-speaking teachers with
accreditation for teaching Italian to
foreigners
▪ Weekly Programme of activities
▪ Small groups
▪ Competitive rates

▪ Caring and welcoming atmosphere

